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SOME LESSONS FROM THE EAST
ASIAN MIRACLE
Joseph E. Stiglitz
The rapid economic growth of eight East Asian economies, often called the
"East Asian miracle," raises two questions: What policies and other factors
contributed to that growth? And can other developing countries replicate
those policies to stimulate equally rapid growth?
This article, based on case studies, econometric data, and economic theory,
offers a list of the ingredients that contributed to that success. But it is the
combination of these ingredients, many of which involve government inter-
ventions acting together, that accounts for East Asia's success.
T he remarkable success of the economies of East Asia raises the question:to what can that success be attributed? In most of the eight economiesthat are part of the "East Asian miracle"—Hong Kong, Indonesia,
Japan, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan (China), and Thai-
land—government undertook major responsibility for the promotion of eco-
nomic growth. Which policies contributed to the success of these economies,
and why? Ascertaining what would have happened in the absence of the speci-
fied policy is often difficult. That the government subsidized a sector that grew
rapidly does not imply that the growth should be attributed to the government's
action. The sector might have grown without government intervention.
This article is an interpretive essay based on case studies, econometric data,
and economic theory. In formulating a coherent explanation of East Asia's ex-
perience, I do not present a formula or a simple recipe, but rather a list of ingre-
dients. Because these ingredients are interactive, and because they were intro-
duced in conjunction with other policies, the government's approach has to be
evaluated as a package. Indeed, East Asia's success was based on a combination
of factors, particularly the high savings rate interacting with high levels of hu-
man capital accumulation, in a stable, market-oriented environment—but one
with active government intervention—that was conducive to the transfer of
technology.1
Each of the economies is unique; each differs in its history and culture. Some,
such as Singapore and Hong Kong, are small city-states. Others are large. Many
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are racially and culturally homogeneous; some, such as Malaysia, are culturally
diverse. But it seems implausible to attribute the success of each of these coun-
tries to special factors; the task instead is to discover the common threads.
Moreover, the unique factors typically refer to certain cultural aspects, such
as a Confucian heritage, that are suspect: not that long ago, the Confucian heri-
tage, with its emphasis on traditional values, was cited as an explanation for
why these countries had not grown. To be sure, cultural factors may play an
important role: the stress on education has contributed much to the success of
these countries.
Statistical Explanations
Having expressed reservations about the usefulness of cultural explanations,
it is important to note as well the limitations to the standard statistical tech-
niques. For almost four decades (Solow 1957), the standard approach has been
to ask to what extent this growth can be explained by increases in inputs, that is,
human and physical capital, and expenditures for the acquisition of technology.
In this approach, the "miracle" is the amount of this growth that cannot be so
explained (the residual). Several such studies have argued that the East Asian
experience can largely be explained by rapid increases in inputs—high levels of
investment and heavy expenditures for education. Krugman (1994) and Young
(1993, 1995) argue that essentially all of the growth in Singapore can be so
explained. Others, such as Kim and Lau (1993) and World Bank (1993), find
more evidence of a positive residual, but even then it is not unusually high.
There are a variety of technical reasons why the applicability of this methodol-
ogy to at least several of the East Asian countries should be suspect. Whatever
their flaws, however, these studies still offer an important lesson: policies that
increase the accumulation of physical arid human capital are likely to lead to
more rapid growth. The real problem is what these studies leave unanswered.
The unique and changing circumstances of each country and the multitude of
programs involved, each with a number of potentially important features, imply
that a statistical study would be relevant only for addressing the broadest ques-
tions: were savings rates unusually high, or were financial restraints associated
with faster rates of economic growth? Such studies do not identify those fea-
tures that facilitated what in retrospect was a remarkable transformation of the
economy. To understand this transformation, answers must be found to the
following:
First, why were saving rates so high? Elsewhere, such saving rates had only
been attained under the compulsion of strong government force, as in the Com-
munist countries. Although studies suggest that these saving rates may be ex-
plained in part by economic factors—such as high growth rates that spurred
high saving rates, as consumption lagged increases in incomes (Carroll, Weil,
and Summers 1993; Stiglitz and Uy 1996)—government actions also played an
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important role in mobilizing savings (although this "virtuous cycle" between
growth and savings was important as well).
Second, how was it possible to invest efficiently at such a rapid pace? To be
sure, if life consisted of nothing more than adding homogeneous capital to a
homogeneous production process, East Asia's success would hardly be remark-
able. But in that case other countries that attempted to invest rapidly would
have had far more success than they have had.
Third, how was it possible to reduce the technology gap so quickly? Clearly,
more was entailed than just buying technology. To encourage the transfer of
technology from foreign investors, the East Asian economies made enormous
investments in human capital, educating large numbers of skilled engineers able
to absorb and adapt the most advanced technology. And the East Asian econo-
mies were willing to accept foreign investment and create an economic atmo-
sphere conducive to its entry.2 Moreover, they combined these efforts with an
emphasis on the most technologically advanced investment.
And finally how did East Asia ensure that the benefits of rapid growth were
spread widely among the population? Previous theories suggested that rapid
growth was associated with rapid capital accumulation, which in turn was asso-
ciated with high degrees of inequality; and that growth would in fact be accom-
panied by an increase in the degree of inequality (Kuznets 1955). Not only did
this assumption prove to be false, but there are reasons to believe that govern-
ment policies that promoted greater equality contributed in no small measure to
the remarkable growth of these countries.
Metaphors of Economic Growth
Several metaphors are used to describe the process of economic growth. These
metaphors undoubtedly influence how we think about the subject.
An Engine Metaphor
Perhaps the most popular metaphor is that which refers to the engine of
growth—as if there were a motor driving the performance of the economy. Capital
accumulation is often given credit for being the engine of growth. And the coun-
tries of East Asia certainly have accumulated capital at an impressive rate. Some-
times the concept of capital accumulation is broadened to include human capi-
tal—the improvement in the skills of the labor force. And sometimes these two
are given credit not only for their direct contribution, but also for the technical
progress that might not have occurred in their absence.
Once one identifies the engine of growth, one tries to make the engine stron-
ger. Thus, if capital accumulation is the engine, the task is to increase capital
accumulation. The role of government is to rev up the engine to encourage a
higher rate of capital accumulation. The engine metaphor has some important
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limitations: it encourages a search for particular factors that account for growth,
although it may in fact be the system as a whole, including the interactions
among the parts, that accounts for growth. If human capital accumulation is
inadequate, even rapid physical capital accumulation may be ineffective. But if
both are required, which one is the engine?
A Chemical Metaphor
I prefer two other metaphors for thinking about the growth process. One is
borrowed from chemistry: the government as catalyst. The government can be a
catalyst for growth without necessarily providing a great deal of resources. In-
deed, that is the remarkable property of catalysts—having set off a chemical
reaction, they are themselves not used up in the process. At the very least this
metaphor warns that the effect of some government policy should not be mea-
sured simply by asking about the magnitude of the subsidy or what fraction of
the funds was provided by the government. More concretely, investments in
human capital and infrastructure, both physical and institutional, can increase
the private return to investment and thereby promote growth.
A Biological Metaphor
The second metaphor, "adaptive systems," is borrowed from biological ter-
minology. Species that survive adapt to changes in their surroundings. More
advanced species survive in part because of their ability to learn. Thus the most
important characteristic for survival is not a particular policy, but the ability to
respond to changes in the environment and to learn from past mistakes. Adapt-
ability is often said to distinguish private sector enterprises from government
bureaucracy. But government, because of its monopoly powers, can survive even
if it does not adapt well or quickly. The East Asian economies demonstrated
that government too can be highly adaptive. When changes in the environment
made previously adopted policies inappropriate, these governments changed
course, and they learned quickly from their mistakes. As their economies grew
and became more complex, the state's role clearly had to change: there was
neither the need nor the capacity for active intervention on the scale previously
assumed. And officials recognized the importance of adopting policies to pro-
mote higher levels of technology and higher value-added industries.
A Metaphor from Physics
One metaphor has been omitted from this list—the one that has in fact domi-
nated the economics profession for almost a century—the economy as an equi-
librium system. The omission is deliberate: it is a metaphor that provides little
insight into the dramatic changes that occurred in these societies. The equilib-
rium metaphor suggests that individuals had (perhaps rational) expectations
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concerning future rates of return; given those expectations, they determined
their saving rate; meanwhile, profit-maximizing firms scoured the world look-
ing for the best products and technologies to employ, given the costs of adjust-
ment. In this metaphor, too, government played at most an ancillary role. This
metaphor leaves unasked—and unanswered—such fundamental questions as,
What set the East Asian countries apart from other countries? Why is their
experience so different?
Complementing Markets Rather Than Replacing Them
Before the East Asia miracle there were two dominant paradigms for devel-
opment, one focused on markets, the other on government and planning. The
first had its intellectual roots in Adam Smith's "invisible hand": markets lead to
efficient outcomes. All that government needs to do to promote growth is get
out of the way. The basic slogan is "get the prices right." With the right prices,
everyone will have an incentive to make the right resource allocations. Under-
mining this particular religion was the disturbing observation that countries that
seemed to get the prices right—to follow all the advice of the visiting preachers
of the free market—too often failed to grow. To be sure, like medieval medicine,
there was always the allegation that the patient had not followed the doctor's
orders precisely, and it was this that accounted for the failure of the remedy.
At the opposite side were those who had little faith in the market and who
looked to government to ensure through the planning process that resources
were deployed in a way that promoted economic growth. The lack of success of
those countries that followed this paradigm has led to the virtual extinction of
this school of thought.
Ironically, almost none of the successful industrial countries followed either
of these extreme strategies. They are mixed economies in which government
plays an important role. The appropriate question to be asked is not whether
government should play a role, but what role and how can it be performed most
effectively.
At the same time that the success of the East Asian economies and the col-
lapse of the socialist economies called into question the standard paradigm, ad-
vances in economic theory called into question the intellectual foundations of
these two approaches. In the mid-1950s Arrow and Debreu (1954) identified
several conditions that must be satisfied if markets are to yield efficient out-
comes. These include, first, the absence of externalities (external economies or
diseconomies that affect the activity in question) and of public goods (com-
modities or services that, once provided, can be obtained without payment by
others); second, the presence of perfect competition; and, third, a complete set
of markets, including markets extending infinitely far into the future and cover-
ing all risks. A market failure is said to occur where these conditions are not
satisfied. This approach identified specific interventions by the government to
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correct each market failure, for instance, pollution taxes to correct for environ-
mental damage. Government had a well-defined, highly circumscribed role.
It was not until thirty years later, however, that the full limits of the market
mechanism became well understood. Hidden in Arrow and Debreu's frame-
work were strong assumptions about information and technology. In their model
information need not be perfect, but it could not change as a result of actions
taken within the economy. Greenwald and Stiglitz (1986) showed that when-
ever information was imperfect or markets were incomplete, government could
devise interventions that filled in for these imperfections and that could make
everyone better off. Because information was never perfect and markets never
complete, these results completely undermined the standard theoretical basis
for relying on the market mechanism. Similarly the standard models ignored
changes in technology; for a variety of reasons markets may underinvest in re-
search and development (see, for example, Stiglitz 1987,1988, and Arrow 1962).
Because developing economies have underdeveloped (missing) markets and im-
perfect information and because the development process is associated with ac-
quiring new technology (new information), these reservations about the adequacy
of market mechanisms may be particularly relevant to developing countries
(Stiglitz 1989).
The modern theory of market failures recognizes, however, that government
interventions may not actually improve matters. Theories of regulatory capture
and rent-seeking imply that government interventions may contribute to ineffi-
cient resource allocation, and whatever their weaknesses, these theories have
sufficient plausibility to suggest that governments need to exercise caution. How
the government intervenes may matter a great deal.
The fundamental mistake of the countries of the former Soviet Union and
those developing countries that tried to rely on planning was that they sought to
correct market failures by replacing the market. The governments of East Asia,
by contrast, recognized the limitations of markets but confined the government's
role to
• Policies that actively sought to ensure macroeconomic stability.
• Making markets work more effectively by, for instance, regulating financial
markets.
• Creating markets where they did not exist.
• Helping to direct investment to ensure that resources were deployed in ways
that would enhance economic growth and stability.
• Creating an atmosphere conducive to private investment and ensured
political stability.
In short, rather than replacing markets, these governments promoted and
used them. Such interventions had to be carefully balanced; if they were too
heavy-handed, they might have squelched the market. This agenda required gov-
ernment to design interventions in a way that reduced the likelihood of rent-
seeking behavior and that increased its ability to adapt to changing circum-
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stances. One such mechanism was a performance-based reward structure that
provided strong growth-oriented incentives and served as a basis for awarding
government subsidies. This structure was relatively free from corruption and
helped to direct resources to areas that produced high economic returns. An-
other essential step was to design a civil service system based on merit, which
compensated employees well and built in provisions that reduced the dangers of
corruption.
In this discussion, the interventions are organized around four major themes:
industrial policies, cooperation and competition, equality, and export-led growth.
Some of the most important actions to promote economic growth were directed
to the financial market, and these interventions are the subject of the accompa-
nying article in this journal by Stiglitz and Uy.
Industrial Policies
Industrial policies are directed at developing and encouraging certain sectors.
What were these industrial policies? Why were they adopted? And did they
work, either by directing resources to desired areas or, more broadly, in pro-
moting economic growth?
What Policies Were Pursued?
Most countries shared three objectives: developing technological capabili-
ties; promoting exports; and building the domestic capacity to manufacture
a range of intermediate goods (such as plastics and steel). Support for par-
ticular industries and imports of the necessary foreign technology took sev-
eral forms. First, the support for education—particularly engineering and
science education—provided an intellectual infrastructure that facilitated
technological transfer. Second, the decision to discourage (through financial
market regulations) the allocation of capital to areas such as real estate meant
that more capital was available for areas with higher technological benefits,
such as plants and equipment. Third, as discussed later, the government en-
couraged exports. Fourth, in some industries, particularly those with many
firms, government promoted technology programs, including science centers
that offered services ranging from identifying new products to providing re-
search and development for firms that had no facilities of their own. Taiwan
(China) and Malaysia developed industrial parks for high-technology indus-
tries, both to allow firms to capture some of the diffuse externalities associ-
ated with these industries as well as to lower the barriers to entry. (Diffuse
externalities arise when the actions of one firm benefit—or confer costs
upon—many firms, rather than, say, just one upstream firm or one down-
stream firm.) And finally, the government provided explicit and implicit sub-
sidies (through cheap credit) to industries it wished to support.
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An important element in the expansion of certain industries was a receptivity
to direct foreign investment. The East Asian economies not only resisted xeno-
phobic aversions to foreign investments, but they also induced capital inflows
by providing sound macroeconomic management, a stable political environment,
and well-managed labor markets with educated workers. In many cases govern-
ments took explicit steps to ensure that a transfer of technological and human
capital would accompany these inflows. Foreign investment increased the pace
of expansion, reducing the constraints imposed by limitations on the availability
of capital, domestic entrepreneurship, and technological know-how.
Why Were Industrial Policies Adopted?
Market failures are likely to be particularly significant in developing coun-
tries for several reasons.3 Understanding these market failures helps explain the
policies that were adopted and the reasons they were so effective.
WEAK AND NONEXISTENT MARKETS. In the early stages of development, mar-
kets often do not exist or work well, so prices may not provide good signals for
resource allocation. In East Asia capital markets were particularly weak, lead-
ing government to create institutions to promote savings (the postal savings
banks) and to extend long-term credit (the development banks). Governments
also tried to develop the financial infrastructure by helping to establish bond
and equity markets (Stiglitz and Uy 1996).
Having promoted savings, governments had to decide how to allocate these
funds. If there had been well-established market institutions for allocating long-
term capital, governments could have made use of those institutions. But be-
cause the governments had to decide how to allocate resources, it was natural to
direct the funds to projects that would yield the highest level of social welfare.
TECHNOLOGICAL SPILLOVERS. Private markets have inadequate incentives for
investing in the production and acquisition of technology, largely because it is
difficult to appropriate the returns to knowledge. Developing countries typi-
cally operate at a level of technology far below that of industrial countries;
development is, to a large extent, the process of acquiring and adapting existing
technologies. Patent protection ensures that the seller can command some pay-
ment for new technology, but it does not provide much protection for a firm
that transfers and adapts an existing technology. Adopting and adapting new
technologies involves a risk. If successes are quickly imitated, then firms face a
"heads I lose, tails you win" situation: when they succeed, there is little profit
because of the force of competition; when they fail, they lose money.
MARKETING SPILLOVERS. Still another kind of valuable information concerns
marketing. Knowing where there is a market for a product is not information
that can be kept secret. If a firm spends money to discover that Americans like
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madras shirts, then any manufacturer of madras shirts can take advantage of
that information. The converse is that the products of a country establish a
reputation. Thus, Japan's reputation for high quality benefits all Japanese pro-
ducers.
Such marketing spillovers have led governments to adopt programs aimed at
promoting the country's products. (In Hong Kong these programs are financed
by a special tax. In Singapore they are directed by the powerful Economic De-
velopment Board.) Spillovers have also resulted in an array of programs to im-
prove the countries' reputation. Most notable in this respect is the recent effort
by Taiwan (China) to encourage its domestic firms to obtain brand recognition.
RETURNS TO SCALE: a problematic explanation. Not all of the arguments ad-
vanced as rationales for industrial policies are persuasive, however. One that
seemed particularly influential in Japan held that government intervention was
required to rationalize industry. It was argued that without government sup-
port, firms would be too small, and the large number of such firms would re-
duce the profitability of all firms in a sector. (Thus, the Japanese government
not only condoned the increased concentration in the steel industry in the late
1960s but, in one of its most famous mistakes, tried to discourage Honda—at
the time a successful manufacturer of motorcycles—from entering the automo-
bile market.) This argument is unpersuasive because if there truly were increas-
ing returns to scale, then a single firm would benefit by increasing its produc-
tion; in time its costs would be lowered, and it would then be able to undercut its
rivals. Natural economic forces lead to the rationalization of industries without
government intervention.
A slight variant of the argument about returns to scale does have some valid-
ity. Increasing returns combined with a shortage of capital may stunt small firms.
They cannot expand to take advantage of increasing returns either because they
cannot get access to capital or because the only form of capital to which they
have access is credit, which imposes too high a risk. In this case, government
intervention can lower the costs of capital and increase economic efficiency.
Increasing returns, especially when combined with capital market imperfec-
tions, provide the foundation for strategic trade policy. Historically, arguments
for government trade interventions focused on industries with learning by do-
ing. If today's production lowers future marginal costs, that creates a form of
increasing returns akin to the more familiar static increasing returns. A firm
that expands production lowers its future production costs and undercuts its
rivals. The infant industry argument holds that protection is important so that
the young firm can gain the experience required to lower its production costs
and allow it to become viable. Critics of this argument claim that if the firm is to
be profitable in the long run, it should incur any necessary losses today. But this
assumption is based on the premise that capital markets are perfect. With im-
perfect capital markets, a firm may not be able to sustain the losses that would
enable it to produce at a level at which it would eventually become profitable.
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Moreover, if the firm is unable to appropriate all the returns to its learning, then
social returns to production will exceed private returns (Dasgupta and Stiglitz
1988). In addition, dominant firms in industrial countries are likely to take ad-
vantage of the lack of competition that prevails when learning is important by
raising prices and increasing their profits. Government policies may be directed
at trying to appropriate some of these rents (the excess profits that result from a
dominant competitive position).
COORDINATION FAILURES. The widespread absence of markets in developing
countries means that prices cannot perform their coordination role. Govern-
ment may thus have to assume a more active role in performing this function.
The traditional examples relate to the development of downstream and upstream
industries: developing a steel-manufacturing industry does not pay unless there
is a steel-using industry; and developing a steel-using industry does not pay if
there is no steel-manufacturing industry. If both wait, nothing happens. Accord-
ing to this view, the government has an important function in coordinating the
two activities. Such coordination failures, it is argued, are likely to be most
important when the returns to scale are large. For instance, if manufacturing
steel is deemed to be desirable, it is necessary to build a large steel plant and a
large steel-using industry. Other market failures, such as the absence of risk
markets, interact with this failure: large risks are likely to accompany such large-
scale investments, and the market provides no mechanism by which these risks
can be divested. Moreover, no single entrepreneur could amass the capital re-
quired, and the imperfections of the capital market mean that it cannot supply
the funds required. Developing countries are less likely than industrial countries
to have the organizations capable of undertaking these large investments in a
single sector, let alone the capacity to undertake the investments in both the
upstream and downstream firms. Thus coordination problems may be larger in
developing countries, and the capacity to deal with them may be smaller.
The earlier arguments for coordination failures (Rosenstein-Rodan 1943 and
Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny 1989) were rightly criticized as unpersuasive
(Stiglitz 1994a). Such a problem could easily be addressed through trade—one
of the solutions devised by the East Asian countries (without benefit of the theo-
retical literature). It is possible to develop a steel-using industry simply by im-
porting steel and to develop steel producers without steel users simply by ex-
porting steel.
In the early stages of rapid growth, the subsectors responsible for the takeoff
in many, if not most, of the East Asian countries—textiles, footwear, sporting
goods, toys—were not those in which economies of scale or coordination prob-
lems seemed important. But there was a more subtle form of returns to scale in
which government intervention did matter and which affected growth even in
these areas: the availability of a wide range of intermediate—often fairly com-
plex—goods, tailored for the producers of final goods. The sellers of these inter-
mediate goods do not capture all of the benefits that their greater availability
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provides. The improved two-way flow of information between the producer and
the user, which permits better coordination in the development of the interme-
diate and final goods, is a benefit of proximity. That explains why importing the
intermediate good does not serve as a perfect substitute for domestic production
and also provides a rationale for government intervention. In Malaysia it is
claimed that the local auto manufacturer has provided important spillovers to
the intermediate goods firms that produce parts and that these firms, in turn,
have benefited producers of other final goods.
STRATEGIC NEGOTIATIONS. In negotiations with other countries or companies,
the governments of East Asia have often recognized—and taken advantage of—
the nature of the market environment. The outcome of any bargaining depends
on the strength of competition on both sides. By reducing competition among
buyers of technology and trying to increase competition among sellers, the gov-
ernments succeeded in appropriating more of the surplus associated with the
transfer of technology than otherwise could have been captured. In Japan, for
instance, a single firm was sometimes given the right to negotiate a licensing
agreement; it might then be compelled to share the technology with other firms
in the industry.
Did These Policies Work?
Industrial policies have been widely criticized, on the (somewhat contradic-
tory) grounds that they were ineffective or distortionary. The first criticism sug-
gests that industrial policies are more form than substance. Critics cite statistics
such as the small percentage of loans made by the development banks. These
statistics are unconvincing, however: the consequences of, say, a loan by the
Industrial Bank of Japan may be far greater than the actual dollars lent, because
of either its signaling or risk-sharing effect (Stiglitz and Uy 1996). Government
policies that increase the equity of a firm can have immense effects through the
power of leveraging. Beyond that, there was a wide range of instruments for
effecting industrial policies; it is the cumulative effect of all of these that mat-
ters. The criticism is more properly directed at those who have suggested that
Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry totally controlled the allo-
cation of resources. This assumption is wrong on two counts. First, firms made
most of the decisions about resource allocation—influenced, to be sure, by gov-
ernment policies, but not directly controlled by them. None of the East Asian
countries is a command-and-control economy. Second, the view that govern-
ment makes decisions on its own seems misguided. Consultation between busi-
ness and government was extensive (and many of the top leaders of business
were former government employees).
The charge that industrial policy was distortionary, however, is of more con-
cern. Even if there is a rationale for government intervention, this view alleges
that government does not do a good job at picking winners. Instances of mis-
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takes by the government are typically cited. In some cases the government dis-
couraged a firm (Honda, for example), when in retrospect it clearly should not
have; and in others the government encouraged some industry (such as petro-
chemicals), when in retrospect it probably should not have.
There are four responses to this criticism. First, good decisionmaking by the
government necessarily involves making mistakes: a policy that supported only
sure winners would have taken no risks. The relatively few mistakes speak well
for the government's ability to pick winners. Second, the government was not
heavy-handed. Although it made mistakes of judgment, it did not force its opin-
ions on others when they were willing to risk their own capital. This is one of the
strengths of decentralized decisionmaking: it ensures that mistaken views will
not dominate.
Third, to a large extent, government policies were not directed at picking
winners in the narrow sense of the term. Several governments decided to sup-
port export-oriented industries. In a sense, that was choosing a winning devel-
opment strategy; it did not necessarily entail micromanaging. Even when the
government identified an industry for support, the banks seem to have had dis-
cretion to select which firms or projects within that industry to support.
Fourth, industrial policies were focused not so much on picking winners as on
identifying market failures—instances where investors could not capture large
potential spillovers. Concern about such spillovers helps explain the government's
encouragement of high technology industries. Training provides another example.
Firms would benefit from a trained labor force, but, because workers can leave
for a better job once they are trained, firms have inadequate incentives to pro-
ceed with training. Yet a skilled work force is essential for economic growth, so
government undertook to improve the quality of the labor force by emphasizing
education.
Moreover, the criticism of industrial policies as misguided attempts to pick
winners ignores the broader range of government actions, such as its role in
spearheading the expansion of certain manufacturing sectors. "Picking winners"
seems to imply culling from a fixed pool of applicants to find those with the
highest long-run social returns. East Asian governments have instead performed
an entrepreneurial role. Entrepreneurship requires combining technological and
marketing knowledge, a vision of the future, a willingness to take risks, and an
ability to raise capital. In early stages of development, these ingredients are
typically in short supply. The governments in East Asia stepped in to fill the
gap—but in a way that promoted rather than thwarted the development of pri-
vate entrepreneurship.
Government was also effective in monitoring the recipients of its support and
ensuring that they did not siphon off funds for private use. Other government
policies, such as those that led to more equity financing, reduced the magnitude
of the monitoring problem; that is, they resulted in firms having more appropri-
ate incentives. Still other policies, such as those that enhanced the stability of the
banking system, led to more effective monitoring by financial institutions.
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Cooperation and Competition
Popular discussions of the success of Japan and several other East Asian coun-
tries have stressed the cooperative relations between government and business,
between workers and employers, and between small and large businesses. Clearly,
the extent of this cooperation (sometimes referred to as "Japan Inc."), has been
exaggerated. Yet a variety of institutions and practices facilitate cooperation,
and this kind of cooperation appears to have had beneficial effects. Adam Smith's
"invisible hand" of perfect competition argues that because each individual, in
pursuing his self-interest, is also maximizing the common welfare, cooperation
is not necessary. But when market failures occur, it is not necessarily the case
that the selfish pursuit of self-interest leads to efficient outcomes.
The governments of East Asia recognized that the business community had
superior information about investment decisions, but they also recognized that
the overall information base could be improved. The establishment of formal
and informal councils gave rival firms and industries a way to exchange infor-
mation with each other and with the government. (This information exchange
process is sometimes described as akin to indicative planning, but the analogy is,
at best, an imperfect one.) These exchanges conveyed far more information than
the traditional format used to display planned sectoral inputs and outputs. What
made them more meaningful than such exchanges in other countries? Why would
businesses, or government for that matter, tell the truth?
To a large extent, good behavior is induced through long-term relationships
and reputations. In the process of development, social sanctions become less
effective in enforcing cooperative behavior, but establishing and maintaining
alternative bases for cooperative relations may be difficult. The gains from co-
operation are based on the perception that the future returns to cooperation
exceed the short-run gains that might accrue from the pursuit of self-interest.
But an environment of rapid change may heighten uncertainty about the value
of the future relationship and the magnitude of the long-term gains from coop-
eration. Moreover, future cooperative gains have to be discounted (meaning
that, because they may not materialize in the future, they are worth less in today's
terms). Typically uncertainty is greater and discount rates higher in developing
countries. Further, concerns about the potential bankruptcy of one or the other
firm, which could terminate the relationship, heighten the likelihood that coop-
erative relationships will not materialize. Under these circumstances, future gains
from cooperation must be greater to compensate firms for sacrificing the short-
run gains from self-interested behavior.
Encouraging Cooperation
The Japanese government used both carrots and sticks to encourage coopera-
tion and the exchange of truthful information. Although cultural characteristics
are often credited with facilitating this harmonious result, other countries with
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similar cultural backgrounds have not displayed the same sort of cooperative
behavior seen in Japan. It seems far more likely that government actions were
more important than culture in shaping these behavioral patterns.
Of the institutions and mechanisms that facilitated cooperation, an impor-
tant role was played by business councils set up to share reliable and timely
information. Why did not some businesses try to "free ride," to obtain the infor-
mation provided by others while providing no real information themselves? The
answer is, in part, that they were in a longer-term relationship; a firm that
"cheated" would be ostracized from the circle. The fact that the government
was included in these circles was important: firms wanted to know what the
government was thinking about specific projects or what policy changes were
planned. Even if a firm's cooperative instincts went astray, self-interest was a
strong incentive. Moreover, by paying attention to these councils, the govern-
ment ensured that the gains from cooperation were even greater.
The government's discretionary powers enabled it to reward cooperation and
honesty, and there was at least a fear that the lack of cooperation and the ap-
pearance of dishonesty would be punished. Government intervention in markets
created rents that the government could then allocate to participants who be-
haved cooperatively. For example, by restricting the formation of branch banks,
a large franchise value was associated with the right to have a branch. Similarly,
restricting credit meant that access to credit had value. And the Bank of Japan
(the central bank) could, on a discretionary basis, provide banks with additional
funds when needed.
The relative stability of the East Asian governments increased the incentives
for establishing long-term cooperative relations. At the same time, long-term
relations enhanced the effectiveness of incentives (Stiglitz and Weiss 1983). Firms
that performed well on one project could expect to be rewarded with another
project.
The East Asian governments also tried to create an environment conducive to
close cooperation among businesses. In Japan, for instance, the government tried
to encourage mergers. To the extent that these programs were successful (and
there is considerable controversy about that), they reduced the difficulties of
cooperation. The smaller the group, the easier cooperation is to attain. Here the
government was walking a fine line; a small group could—and may—have led
to collusion by restricting competition. In some circumstances, the government
approved the formation of so-called recession cartels. These cartels were an
explicit attempt to deal cooperatively (and coUusively) with the problems that
arise in a recession when there is excess capacity in a capital-intensive industry.
Under certain conditions, as demand shifts down, prices drop and firms are
unable to recover their capital costs. Recession cartels were a way to restrict
competition to enable the industry in question to avoid the low prices that would
damage all the firms. Whether the gains were worth the costs of reduced compe-
tition, higher prices, and underutilized resources is not clear, however. Because
of the strong incentives to cheat on such arrangements, cartels are seldom suc-
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cessful without legal sanctions from the government. In some cases the Japanese
government paid firms to destroy equipment, and in others, to seal equipment
shut. Even these tactics were not always successful; some firms did not com-
pletely dismantle their equipment.
Labor markets were similarly designed to encourage cooperative behavior.
The Japanese pattern of lifetime employment was important because it meant
that employees had long-term relationships with employers, which facilitated
cooperative behavior. The rapid increase in wages that came with age and expe-
rience provided a strong incentive for workers to stay with their organizations.
The average pay of each age cohort increased sharply, but differentiation within
the age cohort remained smaller than in, say, the United States. Japan's preva-
lent compensation scheme, in which a large part of the salary was paid as an
annual bonus (based largely on profits of the previous year), also encouraged
cooperation because workers had, in effect, an equity stake in the firm. This
form of risk-sharing may be particularly important in early stages of develop-
ment when capital markets are underdeveloped. Because wages are based on the
group's performance, the individual has an incentive to monitor his peers to
make sure that his co-workers are working hard (Arnott and Stiglitz 1991; Stiglitz
1990b). One might even go further. Basing salary on individual performance
encourages self-interested, noncooperative behavior. Conversely, paying wages
based on group performance signals the importance of cooperative behavior.
Also important in Japan's labor market was the government-established Pro-
ductivity Council, which dealt with the degree of inequality that could exist
within a firm and limited salaries of top managers to no more than ten times the
wages of the lowest-paid workers.4 This compressed wage structure enhanced
the sense that top management was not taking advantage of workers and led to
greater effort and lower labor turnover.
Cooperative behavior between firms and their employees is particularly im-
portant in facilitating technological change. Workers are often in the best posi-
tion to identify improvements in efficiency, although such improvements do not
always redound to the benefit of the workers. Because labor-saving innovations
may result in less demand for labor and higher unemployment, employees are
often reluctant to disclose such ideas. If, however, the firm provides a guarantee
of lifetime employment, existing employees will see no conflict between their
interests and those of the firm. Moreover, when wages are based partially on
firm profitability, interests coincide: if the productivity-enhancing innovation
enhances profits in the long run, employees will share in the gain. Of course,
when growth is rapid firms can more easily promise that labor-saving innova-
tions will not result in reduced employment, which makes it more credible that
all (existing) employees will benefit from such innovations.
Cooperative behavior between firms and their banks was also evident in the
operations of capital markets. In Japan each firm had a long-standing relation-
ship with a single bank, and that bank played a large role in the affairs of the
firm. Japanese banks, unlike American banks, are allowed to own shares in the
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firms to which they lend, and when their client firms are in trouble, they step in.
(The fact that the bank owns shares in the firm means that there is a greater
coincidence of interest than there would be if the bank were simply a creditor;
see Stiglitz 1985.) This pattern of active involvement between lenders and bor-
rowers is seen in other countries of East Asia and was actively encouraged by
governments.
Another important aspect of business-government cooperation in Japan
has been the attempt to reduce bankruptcies, which have been markedly less
cyclical than those in the United States and other countries. This pattern
reflects not only the country's better macroeconomic performance and a le-
gal structure that encourages actions short of bankruptcy but also an active
government policy directed at avoiding the economic disruption caused by
bankruptcy.
Combining Competition and Cooperation
The East Asian countries succeeded (not always, but with a remarkable fre-
quency) in harnessing the advantages of cooperation while retaining the advan-
tages of competition. Cooperation to increase efficiency can easily be turned
into collusion to raise prices and restrict output and entry. Worse still, discre-
tionary powers needed for cooperation can give rise to rent-seeking and corrup-
tion. Competition both enhanced efficiency and reduced the scope for abuses of
discretionary powers. In fostering a competitive industrial structure, govern-
ments looked not so much at the number of firms in an industry, but at the
effectiveness of the competition; competition may be more effective with two
evenly matched firms than with one firm competing .with many small rivals
(Nalebuff and Stiglitz 1983).
By the same token, the process of identifying which workers to promote in
Japanese firms may be more effective in encouraging competition than is the
process in the United States. In Japan, where workers are less mobile, a cohort
of workers hired together advances together. They all work hard; they all have
to signal that they are committed to the firm; they all remain in the contest. In
the United States decisions concerning who is on an upward career ladder often
take place earlier. Under that system, incentives may be strong in the early stages
of individual careers, but they may be greatly attenuated once these decisions
are made. Those who know that they are not going to be "winners" have little
reason to work hard!
One method introduced to stimulate competition was the use of contests.
Governments rewarded firms that performed well relative to others (such as
in exports) by, for example, providing them with access to capital and for-
eign exchange. In many instances, the value of the prize arose from the gov-
ernment intervention: if the government had not created artificial scarcity of
capital or foreign exchange, an increase in availability would have had no
incentive effect.
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Well-functioning contests are characterized by rules that establish a clear cri-
terion for rewards, such as export performance; specify the nature of the reward
(the allocation of credit or foreign exchange); and indicate who will evaluate
performance. This system reduced the scope for abuse of bureaucratic discre-
tion at the same time that it provided strong incentives.
Ironically, licensing requirements put in place to restrict competition may
give rise to more competitive behavior. At various times, the Japanese govern-
ment imposed restrictions on the expansion of capacity in certain industries. It
awarded licenses to expand capacity on the basis of firms' previous market shares.
Thus performance—particularly growth—in one year may increase profits not
only in that year, but also in subsequent years.
Growth with Equality
Although industrial policies attempt to direct resource allocations in ways
that maximize growth, income distribution policies seek to promote greater equal-
ity. Historically, the development process has been characterized by marked
increases in inequality (the Kuznets curve). It was alleged that the massive
amounts of capital accumulation required could only be attained through sig-
nificant inequality; the poor simply could not save enough. Moreover, growth
creates winners (the owners of those firms that do well), and losers (workers
displaced from lagging industries, in particular agriculture). The economies of
East Asia were able to achieve rapid growth without an increase in inequality.
Indeed, active policies promoting equality probably enhanced growth (figure 1).
In Korea, Japan, and Taiwan (China), land reforms—at least partially im-
posed from the outside—were important in the initial stages of development.
These had three effects: they increased rural productivity and income and re-
sulted in increased savings; higher incomes provided the domestic demand that
was important in these economies before export markets expanded; and the
redistribution of income contributed to political stability, an important factor in
creating a good environment for domestic and foreign investment.
In later years policies to ensure more equitable distribution of income contin-
ued to contribute to economic growth, with positive effects that more than off-
set the possible negative effects of reduced capital accumulation upon which
earlier discussions had focused. These policies continued to contribute to politi-
cal stability. High and increasing wages reduced inequality, made workers not
only more satisfied but also (by standard efficiency wage arguments) more pro-
ductive, and promoted cooperative relations between workers and firms. Poli-
cies that attempted to restrict real estate speculation (by limiting lending for
that purpose) can be viewed both as part of industrial policy and as part of
income distribution policy. While they directed funds into industry, they limited
the increases in the prices of housing relative to what would otherwise have
occurred. Such price increases would have led to demands for further wage in-
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Figure 1. Income Inequality and Growth of Gross Domestic Product, 1970-93
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creases and would have had particularly adverse effects on the very poor, who
often seem unable to obtain adequate housing under such conditions.
Additionally, policies ensuring universal literacy both increased productivity
and promoted greater equality. The emphasis on female education led to re-
duced fertility, thus mitigating the adverse effects of population pressure felt in
so many developing countries, and it directly increased the supply of educated
labor. Most studies suggest that a worker's wage performance is more directly
related to nonschool factors, such as home background, than to education in
school. Education of women can be thought of as a roundabout but high-return
way of enhancing labor force productivity.
In Thailand a program to provide credit to the rural sector, although largely
motivated by concerns about communist insurgency, seemed not only to have
promoted equality but also to have yielded reasonably high economic returns.
And in Malaysia, policies that would be regarded as affirmative action else-
where were able not only to draw upon a reservoir of human talent that had not
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been well used before, but to weld together a nation that had already demon-
strated a potential for ethnic strife.
There are positive relations between growth and equality. High rates of growth
provided resources that could be used to promote equality, just as the high de-
gree of equality helped sustain the high rates of growth. Although this may seem
to be little more than common sense, until the experience of East Asia, "com-
mon sense" suggested quite the contrary: growth produced inequality, and in-
equality was necessary for growth.
Export-Oriented Growth
Why focus on exports? Should not countries simply produce the goods in
which they have a comparative advantage, whether that happens to be products
that are exported or substitutes for goods that are currently imported?5 Success
in exporting provided policymakers with an objective way to award credit and
foreign exchange.6 Two questions arise: why are exports a better measure of
performance than profits? And second, do markets reward success in an appro-
priate way without government intervention?
In measuring performance to determine which firms to favor with credit
and other scarce resources, governments faced an information problem. All
governments face a similar problem, but in the context of development, the
information problem is particularly severe for two reasons. First, relatively
few firms may be engaged in similar activities, so bases of comparison are
limited. Second, a host of problems must be overcome—new supplier rela-
tionships, new markets, and so on. In such circumstances, short-run profits
may be imperfect indicators of long-term performance. Consider, for instance,
the two sources of profits: those derived from exports, and those derived
from domestic sales. The latter may reflect either the firm's efficiency or its
monopoly position in the economy. The profits that result from imperfect
competition in the domestic market accrue at least partially at the expense
of consumers and should not be thought of as a social gain. By contrast, a
firm that succeeds in the export market is more likely to be economically
efficient. It can market a product at a lower price than can foreign rivals, or
one better tailored for the world market. Export markets are more likely to
be competitive. And even if they are not, it is of no concern: the profits of the
firm are then at the expense of foreign consumers. Indeed, from the export-
ing country's perspective, finding a niche within which some market power
can be exercised is to be rewarded, not condemned.
Other advantages are also associated with exports. Firms learn a great deal in
international markets, benefiting from spillovers related to both marketing and
production know-how. For instance, success in producing intermediate goods
requires producing to standards that are typically higher than those that prevail
within developing countries. This generates a demand for testing laboratories.
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The recognition that standards are important and the knowledge about produc-
ing goods of higher quality has implications across a broad range of products.
Moreover, the contacts established through exporting may be of value when the
firm decides to enter related markets. It will, for instance, know where to turn
to acquire advanced technology.
From a social perspective, success in exporting may be a better indicator of
whether a firm merits additional funds than success in selling domestically, but
banks have typically preferred lending to firms engaged in the domestic market,
and for a simple reason. Banks do not care whether a firm makes social returns
or private returns, as long as it can repay the loan. Banks are less informed
about foreign markets and thus consider it riskier to lend for export projects
than for the domestic market.
It has been argued that the preferences East Asian governments gave to ex-
ports were intended simply to offset the disadvantages of tariffs and other re-
strictions on imports. From this perspective, government was not promoting
exports but simply "getting the prices right." Upon closer examination (even
without a detailed scrutiny of the statistics), this argument appears faulty on
two grounds. First, it refers to averages of exports; but what is relevant is the
effective subsidy on particular exports. If some exports are encouraged and oth-
ers (perhaps unintentionally) discouraged, it is apparent that government has
intervened in the allocation of resources. Second, the government actually en-
gaged in a wide range of activities beyond direct subsidies to promote exports.
Export Promotion Activities
Four activities were very important in promoting export growth: the provi-
sion of infrastructure; preferential access to capital and foreign exchange; the
development of export markets; and licensing and other regulations designed to
enhance the reputation of the country's exports. As noted previously, the close,
long-term relationships between exporters and governments can be credited with
making these mechanisms work.
THE PROVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE. Because poor infrastructure is an impor-
tant barrier to trade, East Asian governments have invested in infrastructure,
including good port facilities and improved transportation systems to reduce the
costs of shipping goods abroad. Transportation is not the only aspect of infra-
structure that has received government attention. Singapore has been involved
in efforts to provide an adequate supply of electricity and an effective telecom-
munications system, both vital to the country's development as a financial center.
PREFERENTIAL ACCESS TO CAPITAL AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Most of the coun-
tries of East Asia engaged in some degree of financial restraint, that is, capital
markets were controlled to give priority industries preferential access to capital
and foreign exchange (Stiglitz and Uy 1996). Although in some cases govern-
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ments provided subsidies (including lower interest rates) to encourage the ex-
pansion of favored industries, most observers believe that the access to credit
was far more important.
Critics of this access raise the issue of fungibility: what if the government did
provide credit and funds for investment in export-oriented industries? So long
as money is fungible, large conglomerates could simply divert to other uses those
funds that would have been allocated to exports. Consequently, financing ex-
ports may have little, incremental effect on exports. From this perspective, the
allocation of capital to the export sector has no marginal effect. It has only an
inframarginal effect on firms that are successful in exporting. This view, how-
ever, does not take account of the process by which funds are allocated. If past
export performance is used as one of the criteria for judging the creditworthi-
ness of the borrower, firms have an incentive to increase exports. And firms that
were successful exporters had demonstrated some set of abilities. If those abili-
ties were correlated with other abilities that enhanced the likelihood of high
marginal returns to investment, then the use of export performance may have
been an efficient selection mechanism.
DEVELOPING NEW EXPORT MARKETS. Information problems associated with
the development of new export markets go beyond the problems of reputa-
tion. One noted earlier was the "public good" nature of information. As in
the case of other public goods, a strong case can be made for public provi-
sion. And many of the East Asian economies have done just that. For in-
stance, Singapore's Economic Development Board has actively worked on
developing foreign markets and takes an active interest in what goods might
be produced for export. Business executives are invited to join official trips
abroad to persuade them that it is in their interests to enter into meaningful
business relationships overseas.
ENHANCING THE REPUTATION OF THE COUNTRY'S EXPORTS. In the 1950s and
early 1960s, Japanese products had a reputation for being shoddy. American
and European buyers had little information about individual Japanese produc-
ers and were likely to make unfavorable inferences concerning any particular
product. Because establishing a reputation is expensive for any firm seeking to
export (particularly when consumers have strong negative prior beliefs), indi-
vidual firms had little incentive to improve the quality of their products. The
government conducted a concerted effort both to improve the quality of the
products and to establish brand reputations for Japanese firms, so that they
would have private incentives to maintain their reputation. Here is an example
of an interaction between cooperative behavior and individual incentives. A simi-
lar process is occurring in Taiwan (China), where the government is effectively
providing subsidies for firms to establish brand recognition. In doing so, firms
will have a private incentive to maintain high quality, with positive effects on
the reputation of Taiwanese products in general.
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Conclusion
One of the reasons for attempting to delineate what East Asian governments
did that resulted in such high growth rates is that other countries would like to
replicate their success. If they did the same thing as the governments of East
Asia, would they too grow at such rapid rates? To be sure, many countries did
similar things, but often with adverse rather than positive effects. They created
development banks, only to find that the development banks diverted scarce
savings into projects with low returns and made investments that did more to
line the pockets of politicians than to raise the welfare of the country. The East
Asian miracle had many dimensions: rents were created, but they were used to
encourage growth, not dissipated in rent-seeking. Government and businesses
cooperated closely, but they collaborated without collusion. Many aspects of
this transformation can be explained, and to the extent that they can be ex-
plained, it is possible that what they did can be replicated. A high rate of saving
leads to high growth; allocating resources on the basis of contests and other
performance-based measures can both provide high-powered incentives and re-
duce the scope for corruption; egalitarian policies, including active education
policies, can contribute to a more stable political and economic environment
and lead to faster growth through a more productive labor force. Governments
that use markets and help create markets are likely to be more successful in
promoting growth than governments that try to replace markets.
What generalizations can be drawn from the findings of this article? To be
sure, not all of these generalizations are held with the same degree of confi-
dence. In some cases, there are alternative interpretations of the events and evi-
dence. But a combination of theory and evidence supports these conclusions.
Included in the discussion below are several interventions in the financial mar-
ket, which, although mentioned only briefly, are amplified in the accompanying
article by Stiglitz and Uy in this issue. Because governments in different coun-
tries pursued somewhat different policies, not all the statements hold with equal
validity in all countries; some may not even hold within all sectors of a given
country. These conclusions are organized around six themes.
• Making society function better. Economic growth required the maintenance
of macroeconomic and political stability. Policies that sustained a more
equitable distribution of income—and that supported basic education for
women as well as men—contributed to economic progress by encouraging
political stability and cooperative behavior within the private sector. The
result was a better business climate for investment and more effective use of
human resources.
• Adaptability of government policies. Government policies adapted to
changing economic circumstances, rather than remaining fixed. As the East
Asian economies grew more complex, government had less need to assume
an active role and found it more difficult to act effectively on a broad scale.
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• Government and markets. Governments played an active role in creating
market institutions, such as long-term development banks and capital
markets to trade bonds and equities, and in establishing an institutional
infrastructure that enabled markets to work more effectively. These
institutions and markets helped ensure that the high volume of savings was
invested efficiently. Governments also used their control of financial
markets to help direct resources in ways that stimulated economic growth.
This control was probably more important than direct subsidies or low
interest rates. Credit was directed not only toward priority areas, but away
from speculative real estate and consumer durables.
Policies to improve government-business cooperation enabled govern-
ments to design programs that served the needs of the business community,
created a favorable business climate, and encouraged business to direct its
energies in ways that contributed to high social returns. Sharing information
enhanced the quality of decisionmaking.
By using, directing, and supplementing markets rather than replacing
them, the private sector remained the center of economic activity in most of
the East Asian countries; when the private sector disagreed with the
government, it was permitted to go ahead and risk its own capital.
• Promoting accumulation of physical and human capital. The introduction
of postal savings institutions and provident funds resulted in higher
domestic savings. At the same time, measures that established prudential
regulations (and in some cases, entry restrictions) enhanced the safety and
soundness of financial institutions and promoted financial deepening. A
variety of programs increased the returns to private investment and
facilitated the development and transfer of technology; these included
policies that promoted education and training, provided infrastructure, and,
in most countries, established a receptivity to foreign investment.
• Altering the allocation of resources. Governments in East Asia used
industrial policies to affect the allocation of resources in ways that would
stimulate economic growth. They took an entrepreneurial role in identifying
industries in which research and development would have high payoffs.
Support for industry, such as the establishment of research and science
centers and quality control standards, was important both in attracting
foreign investment and in encouraging domestic investors. Emphasizing
industries with strong backward and forward links and large externalities
may have helped long-term growth. In the short term, the lack of
profitability does not provide a good measure of the potential long-run
contribution to growth, precisely because it is the discrepancy between
private and social returns that motivates government intervention.
Governments actively encouraged firms to export. Exports provided a
performance-based criterion for allocating credit, encouraged the adoption of
international standards, and accelerated the diffusion of technology. Contests
among exporters were used widely as incentive devices. The essential
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ingredients of contests are rewards (here the allocation of credit), rules
(measures of performance), and referees (who evaluate performance). In a
world short of perfect competition, contests can provide strong incentives with
limited risks, and, if the rules are well specified, reduce bureaucratic abuses.
• Government policies supporting investment. Mild financial repression had
a positive effect on economic growth. The effects on national savings and on
the efficiency with which scarce capital was allocated were likely positive;
positive incentive effects may have been associated with the contest for
scarce credit, and the increased equity of firms and banks (because of lower
interest rates) enhanced their ability to bear risks. Equally important were
other government programs that led to more effective risk-sharing within
the economy. Risk-sharing reduced the effective cost of capital, thus
stimulating investment. Government intervention in international eco-
nomic relations (for instance, in bargaining for foreign technology, in
impeding certain capital movements, and in insisting on certain transfers of
technology as part of foreign investment) may have enhanced the national
interest, promoted economic stability, and enhanced savings.
No single policy ensured success, nor did the absence of any single ingredient
ensure failure. There was a nexus of policies, varying from country to country,
sharing the common themes that we have emphasized: governments intervened
actively in the market, but used, complemented, regulated, and indeed created
markets, rather than supplanted them. Governments created an environment in
which markets could thrive. Governments promoted exports, education, and
technology; encouraged cooperation between government and industry and be-
tween firms and their workers; and at the same time encouraged competition.
The real miracle of East Asia may be political more than economic: why did
governments undertake these policies? Why did politicians or bureaucrats not
subvert them for their own self-interest? Even here, the East Asian experience
has many lessons, particularly the use of incentives and organizational design
within the public sector to enhance efficiency and to reduce the likelihood of
corruption. The recognition of institutional and individual fallibility gave rise to
a flexibility and responsiveness that, in the end, must lie at the root of sustained
success.
Notes
Joseph E. Stiglitz is chairman of President Clinton's Council of Economic Advisers, on
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1. In the literature on this subject, particular reference should be made to the work of
Alam (1989), Aoki (1988), Wade (1990), Amsden (1989), Okimoto (1989), Lau (1990),
Agrawal and others (1992), Johnson (1982), Pack and Westphal (1986), Itoh and others
(1984), Komiya, Okuna, and Suzumura (1988), and Vogel (1991), as well as to the coun-
try studies of the World Bank. The information theoretic foundation of the analyses pre-
sented here is set forth in greater detail in Greenwald and Stiglitz (1986, 1988, 1992),
Arnott, Greenwald, and Stiglitz (1993), and Stiglitz (1994b). The implications for govern-
ment policy are discussed in greater length in Stiglitz (1990a, 1991a, 1991b).
2. The contrast between India and Singapore could not bring this point home more
clearly: India, with a population 300 times that of Singapore and a gross domestic product
ten times as large, has a cumulative foreign investment one-fifteenth that of Singapore's.
3. The discussion of -this section focuses on standard market failures associated with
externalities, missing markets, and competition. The Greenwald-Stiglitz theorems, which
go beyond these standard market failures, establish that whenever information is incom-
plete, a discrepancy may exist between social and private returns. An important applica-
tion of this principle arises in the context of capital markets: the ratio of the private return
to the supplier of capital to the social return may differ markedly (even in the absence of
the traditional market failures). For instance, private lenders may be able to appropriate a
larger fraction of the total returns to real estate lending than to other lending. For a fuller
discussion of the implications, see Stiglitz and Uy (1996).
4. This should be contrasted with the United States, where, for instance, in recent years
top executives often received 100 times the pay of recent hires. Within rapidly growing
areas of China, the degree of inequality is even lower, with managers getting paid approxi-
mately three times the amount received by workers.
5. Note that several of the countries went through an import substitution phase, during
which they were very successful. It is questioned whether this phase was necessary, whether
it helped (or hindered) the growth process, or whether it was primarily a consequence of
the particular economic doctrines that were fashionable at the time.
6. The arguments here are not those provided by government officials at the time (or
even subsequently). These focused on more immediate concerns: for instance, in the post-
war era, with an overvalued foreign exchange rate, Japan was short of foreign exchange.
To some extent, it saw export activities as offsetting the disadvantages exporters faced as
a result of the overvalued exchange rate.
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